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Abstract:

   Objective in the newborn critical care unit, seizures are one of the most frequent medical emergencies.
They are identified by visually electroencephalography (EEG) results assessment, and neuroscientific 
professionals are responsible for their care. This method takes a long time, and the results are 
inconsistent. In order to solve this issue, a system for identifying epileptic seizures from EEG data 
collected from healthy individuals and epileptic patients is presented in this research. This system is 
based on a study of EEG data utilizing the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) and both linear and 
nonlinear classifiers.

Methods: Neonatal human EEG recordings are included in the dataset used in our method. A 19-channel 
EEG equipment was used to record the brainwave activity of 79 term newborns referred to the NICU at 
the Helsinki University Hospital. Five patients with structural seizure and non-seizure annotations were 
chosen for the pilot study from these databases. Three experts independently identified the presence of 
seizures and non-seizures in the EEGs using visual interpretation, while statistical features were retrieved 
using the k-mean Algorithm and RS was utilized to identify seizures.

Result: To improve the model's performance, (statistical and jorth and zero crossing ) features were
extracted. K-means’ feature selection using RS, and obtain high accuracy by all channels WHICH IS 
99% and 100% by C4.

Conclusion: A reliable, autonomous epileptic seizure detection system that can be used in real time to 
enhance healthcare and life quality is seizure detection based on DWT statistical attributes and RS.

Keywords: Electroencephalograms (EEG), seizure, discrete wavelet transform (DWT), Random 

Subspace Ensemble (RS).
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1-Introduction: 

   The cortical and subcortical neurons' unchecked activity is what leads to seizures [1, 2]. With a 
recorded diagnosis rate of 1.5–3.5 per 1000 newborns, they are the most frequent neonatal neurological 
emergency [3] Several studies have demonstrated that seizures impair the neurodevelopment and worsen 
basic injuries like ischemia and bleeding that already occur [4, 5].Additionally, because newborn seizures 
are known to have a wide range of clinical manifestations and are challenging to distinguish from 
common neonatal movements, they rank among the most dangerous clinical issues in the world [6]. The 
sole technology now used to identify neonatal seizures is electroencephalography (EEG) ,This enables 
neurophysiologists to monitor and recording brain impulses occurring in the patient's brain. Since it is 
widely acknowledged that EEG is helpful in detecting seizures and distinguishing infants who should 
receive neuroprotective medication, newborn EEG has become necessary [7]. However, implementing 
multichannel EEG in neonatal intensive care units (NICUs) can be difficult as neurophysiologists with 
specialized knowledge in correctly interpreting its results may not always be readily available. Neurology 
laboratory technicians are taught how to safely handle and set the EEG system's recording electrodes on 
the patient's scalp. Medical personnel have used amplitude integrated EEG (aEEG), a less sophisticated 
form of EEG, at NICUs in healthcare facilities all around the world [8]. Although an aEEG is useful for 
tracking brain activity, Its accuracy tends to fluctuate.. Rennie et al. tested 40 babies in 2004 and 851 in 
2007, and they found that their accuracy was, respectively, 38-55% [9] and 12-38% [10]. Evans et al. 
Using an aEEG is likely to overdiagnose seizures, according to a recent study that looked at the 
sensitivity and accuracy of seizure diagnosis in 44 neonates. [11]. Several automatic neonatal seizure 
detection techniques based on machine learning (ML) have been presented to support clinical seizure 
detection [12, 13]. Due to the time-consuming nature of attaching multichannel EEG electrodes, the 
developed algorithms only handle one EEG channel.  [14]. 

2-RELATED WORK 

   Researchers have conducted significant attempts to enhance seizure diagnosis in [15] ), using 10 
features (Time-Domain Features, Entropy Based Features), 10 different FS algorithms were used in the 
study to minimize the classification cost. , (SVM and KNN) was utilized and obtain an accuracy of 
(98.8%), in [16] using e frequency domain features, use power spectral analysis to extract features per 
channel, a random decision forest was used for selecting a limited number of channels, a KNN classifier 
technique and obtain an accuracy of (80.87%), in [17] using ( Time-frequency signal features ,Time-
frequency statistical features, Time-frequency image),  feature fusion  approaches was used to extract 
features from multi-channel ,  and used  sequential forward selection (SFS),sequential backward selection 
(SBS), sequential forward floating selection (SFFS) was used to feature selection , (SVM ,ANN, random 
forest (RF)) and obtain an accuracy of 85.70% , in [18] ), using time- domain statistical features, using 
random forest with cost matrix to solve the problem of imbalance while detecting the seizure during long 
hour EEG recordings, obtain an accuracy of 98%, in [19] used 55 feature from each channel of 
(frequency domain, time domain, and information theory based characteristics of the signals, CNN AND 
SVM used and obtain performance (0.970,0.925), in [20] , using line length feature and Burst detection 
algorithm was utilized and obtain an accuracy of (84%), in [21] utilized the median of the time-frequency 
correlations from the TFD, amplitude envelope, frequency spectrum features, and SNLEO features (using 
adaptive segmentation with the smoothed non-linear energy operator). SVM is utilized, with a 95% 
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accuracy, in [22] used PCA Features that extracted by PCA, used one channel, logistic regression (LR), 
dense tree (DT), 2D support vector machine (2D SVM), and cosine k-nearest neighbor (KNN)), and 
obtain an accuracy of 91% by KNN.

3-Methodology of proposed methods

Figure1.  proposed model for seizure detection from EEGs

The findings of the work on the RS algorithm were examined in order to identify seizures in their 
early phases. Electrodes inserted in the EEG cap were used to record EEG signals, which were then 
used as input into the system under consideration. The system determines whether the patient has 
seizures or not. By providing quicker and better findings, this tool can assist medical professionals in 
the laborious task of seizure prediction.

3.1-Data set: 

   Based on the Helsinki Dataset, which is available to the general public. This dataset [23] is composed 
of multi-channel EEG recordings from 79 neonates hospitalized to the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit 
(NICU) at the Helsinki University Hospital between 2010 and 2014. The majority of the recordings were 
made within a week of birth and are from 42 male and 37 female newborns. NicoletOne EEG amplifier 
(sampling frequency of 256 Hz) and EEG caps (Sintered Ag/AgCl electrodes) were used to record the 
signals. The electrode placement for the 19 electrodes followed the international 10-20 standard, with a 
recording reference electrode inserted at the midline. Maximum 21 channels, each recorded at 256 Hz, 
make up the dataset. With an IQR of 64 to 96 minutes, The average signal lasted 74 minutes. There is 
also access to the neonates' clinical data. Three medical experts who each annotated an average of 460 
seizure occurrences on the recordings were used. If a seizure lasted more than 10 seconds, the recordings 
were marked as seizure. One such annotation indicating the location of a seizure is shown in Figure 2. A 
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spike in the image signifies the seizure. The specialists came to the conclusion that 22 newborns were 
seizure-free and 39 neonates had seizures. 

 

Figure 2. Annotation showing the start of seizure in EEG signals 

3.1.1- dataset segmentation: 

   By sampling the data into 256 equal data segments, convert the signal data into a 2-D array. This 
facilitates analysis and provides crucial information, such as seizure detection, 

3.1.2-selecting and designating patients: 

   Five patients in all, with seizure and non-seizure notes, were assigned in this research.as shown in table 
1 to all channels in order to address the issue of imbalanced data. Three specialists independently 
evaluated the EEGs by visual observation for the presence of seizures and non-seizures. 

Table 1. Patient ID and annotations for seizures 

Patient ID Time periods (sec) for Seizure annotation 
Time periods (sec) for Non-

seizure annotation 

4 

5 

 

9 

13 

14 

1059-1909 

260-880, 993-1447, 1683-2254, 2262-2505, 

2663-3082, 3117-3807  

267-972 

801-1296 

1177-1521, 1945-2406 

(428-609) 

(1-238) 

 

976-1573, 1600-2030 

1297-5506 

62-254 
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3.2- Pre-processing 

   A filter known as a band pass only allows signals that fall within a specific frequency band or passband 
range to pass through it, In this study, the fourth order Butterworth band pass filter was employed. This 
kind of filter was chosen because, in contrast to others, it exhibits a linear response. The frequency cutoff 
ranged from 4 to 40 Hz. Gamma frequency ranges within the range of 40 Hz are required for the 
analytical process and to prevent power line interference, the delta frequency (below 4 Hz) is excluded 
since it is viewed as noise (50 to 60 Hz). 

3.3- Feature extraction 

   The EEG signals are divided into five bands (Gamma, Beta, Alpha, Theta, and Delta) using DWT in the 
feature extraction step, as shown in figure 3. Statistical measures (Arithmetic mean, Maximum value, 
Minimum value, Standard deviation, Variance, Approximate entropy, Median, Skewness, Kurtosis, 
Range, and Mode) are derived for each band, as well as the number of zero crossings (ZC) and Hjorth 
parameters. 

 

Figure 3. Five level wavelet decomposition of the EEG signal 

Statistical measures: The statistical characteristics of EEG signals are collected at this stage. Table 2 
offers succinct explanations of the qualities. 

Table 2. Brief descriptions of the statistical features 

Feature name                              Formula                                                               Explanation 

Minimum value (MinV)      : MinV=min[ ]                         (1) where ,n=1,2,3…n is a time series, n is the number 
of data points  

Maximum value(MaxV)      : MaxV=max[ ]                            (2) AM is the mean of the sample 

Standard deviation(SD     : = ( )               (3) 

Arithmetic Mean (AM       : AM=                                  (4) 

Variance (V)                        : V= ( )                       (5) 

Skewness (S)                       : S= ( ) ( )                 (6) 

Kurthosis (K)                       : K= ( ) ( )                  (7) 
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 Median (MN)                     : MN=                                      (8) If the number of values is odd then 

                                             : MN=                   (9) If number of values is even then (where N= number 

of  items) 

 

Number of zero crossings (ZC) 

   Zero-crossing is a time-based feature that is frequently utilized in signal processing, mathematics, 
electronics, and image processing. It indicates the number of zero crossings produced within a section. 
When there is a difference in the signals across samples, zero crossing happens. This feature may be used 
as a measure to quantify the noise rate in the signal. [24]. Researchers have found that throughout brain 
activity and various stages of sleep, the number of zero crossings in EEG signals changes [25].ZC is 
defined as ( < 0 and  >0) or ( > 0  < 0)or ( 0  = 0). 

Hjorth parameters 

   Features that are frequently employed in the analysis of EEG signals include the Hjorth parameters (i.e., 
activity, mobility, and complexity) [26]. The first and second derivatives of signals are used to compute 
the Hjorth parameters, which are presented in Table 3. 

Table 3. Parameters of Hjorth. 

Feature name       Activity (HA)       Mobility (HM)         Complexity (HC) 

Equation                          HA=                         HM=                         HC= ( ) ( ) 

 

3.4-Feature selection 

   Different frequency bands in DWT correspond to distinct EEG rhythms since EEG is frequently 
characterized in terms of rhythmic activity. Seizure and non-seizure EEG segments in a particular EEG 
dataset may significantly differ in rhythmic activity in a particular frequency range (s). Similar to 
frequency bands, some features in an EEG dataset may be able to distinguish between seizure and non-
seizure EEG segments, whereas other features merely produced data redundancy. For a few important 
features, we applied the k-mean clustering algorithm. 

3.4.1-The K-means clustering algorithm 

   A feature selection approach based on k-mean clustering was suggested. The suggested model chose 
features based on Euclidean distance using k-means clustering. The k-means cluster was discovered to 
have a great potential for selecting the features with the greatest impact and removing the subpar ones 
[27]. The suggested model using k-means for feature selection is displayed in Figure 4. The following is a 
summary of the primary phases in feature selection using k-means: 
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Input: EEGs data 

Output: Output: we got k features with a strong correlation, Following the elimination of redundant 

features

1. Select the number of groups K 

2. Initialize the centroids by mixing the feature set first and then randomly selecting K feature points for 

the centroids.

3. Repeat until there is no longer any change in a middle point points.

4. We assigned feature point to the nearest cluster judged by the sum of the Euclidean distance from 

the centroids of the cluster

= ( )2          (1)

5. Recalculated the center pointer for each cluster, to reflect the new tasks.

= =0                        (2)

Figure 4. The flow diagram of k-means feature selection algorithm

4-Classification

   The classifiers are used using the statistical features that were obtained via DWT. The classifier's job is 
to find abnormalities associated with epilepsy in EEG data using linear and non-linear mathematical 
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methods. To identify epileptic seizures in an individual's EEG data set and combine features produced 
from DWT with the data set, the classifier RS was employed in this study. 

4.1-Random Subspace Ensemble 

    Random Subspace Ensemble is a machine learning approach which gathers the forecasts from several 
decision trees trained on various subsets of columns in the training dataset [28]. Randomly produced 
subsets of features are kept in subspace. The basic classifier (DT) is subsequently trained on each of the 
subsets in the subspace to create other classifiers. By gathering these classifiers, ensemble classifier E is 
created. The number of features in a subspace M and the number of classifiers (T), the RS with DT can 
be summarized by the following steps: 1) generate a subset of M features from the entire feature set for T 
times; 2) apply these features to the DT classifier and obtain T classification results; 3) produce the final 
classification map by combining the T predictions using a majority voting rule. The hyper-parameters of 
the classifiers are selected so that the best test accuracy is selected among the obtained results. M is 
chosen from data set feature size of {0.1, 0.2, 0.5} and the number of classifiers in the ensemble (T) is 
chosen from {50, 10, 20} as Algorithm. 

Algorithm 3.1: Random Subspace Ensemble 

Input: Training set S, T: number of classifiers, Dimension of the subspaces M 

utput: Ensemble E 

Begin  

Step1: E  0  

Step2: for  = 1 to  do 

 Step3:    Select Random Subspace (S, ) 

 Step4:    Construct Classifier (   ) 

 Step5: E  E  {   }  

Step6: End 

K-fold cross validation gives the classification accuracy meaning [29]. Phases of the test and training 
process make up K-fold cross validation. The training data set is randomly divided into k segments. One 
K-1 part is utilized for the test set and the other part is used for training. K times are completed in this 
manner. The outputs from each round are added up, and the model's performance is assessed. In this 
study, k fold=10 was employed. Figure 5 [29] illustrates the k-fold validation scheme. 

 

Figure 5. k_fold validation scheme 
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5-Performance Evaluation  

   Sensitivity, Specificity, Precision, Accuracy, and F-Measure performance criteria were utilized in this 
study to evaluate the efficacy of the classification process. These are the fundamental definitions that 
were utilized to determine the parameters [28]. 

True positive (TP) = Number of cases classified as having seizures and those who really encountered 
seizures. 

 False positive (FP) = Number of cases that were classified as not having seizures but really had seizures. 

True negative (TN) = Number of cases that were classified as not having seizures even though they didn't 
actually have any. 

False negative (FN) = The number of instances that were classified as having seizures even when they did 
not occur. 

 Accuracy (Acc): The capability to discriminate between patients and healthy cases with accuracy. 
Equation 9 illustrates the determination of accuracy. [31] = ++ + +                       (9) 

Precision (P): A test's sensitivity refers to its ability to correctly recognize patient cases. In patient 
situations, the true positive rate is computed. to determine the sensitivity. Equation 10 explains the 
calculation process. [30] = +                         (10) 

Specificity (S): The ability of a test to correctly identify people without the disease . Therefore, in healthy 

circumstances, It is important to identify the true negative ratio.. It is denoted mathematically by equation 

11[30]. 

= +              (11) 

Sensitivity (TPR): Displays the percentage of positive results from the TP test. It is denoted 

mathematically by equation 15. 

= +                (12) 

F-measure is the weighted harmonic mean of its precision and recall 

= 2 × +               (13) 
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6-Experimental results  

   The performance for each individual channel in this experiment was given in table 4. Each channel's 
performance was based on Frequency domain features chosen by k-mean and fed to Random Subspace 
Ensemble (RS). High accuracy gave by all channels which is 99% and 100% by C4. Table 5 explain 
contrasting past research with our approach, figure 6 show Comparison with state-of-the-art researches. 

Table 4. Performance of each channel based on features selected by k-mean was fed to Random 

Subspace Ensemble 

Channel 

label 
ACC SEN PREC F_M SPE 

Fp1 99.48 0.99 1 0.99 1 

Fp2 99.83 1 0.99 0.99 0.99 

F3 99.80 1 1 1 1 

F4 99.20 1 0.98 0.99 0.98 

F7 99.68 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 

F8 99.78 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 

FZ 99.16 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 

C3 99.68 1 0.99 0.99 0.99 

C4 100 1 1 1 1 

CZ 99.04 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 

T3 99.90 1 0.99 0.99 0.99 

T5 99.50 0.99 0.98 0.99 0.98 

T4 99.80 0.99 1 0.99 1 

T6 99.91 1 1 1 1 

P3 99.91 0.99 1 0.99 0.99 

P4 99.72 0.99 1 0.99 0.99 

PZ 99.67 1 0.99 0.98 0.99 

O1 99.50 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.99 

O2 99.92 0.99 0.99 0.99 1 

 

Table 5. Contrasting past research with our approach. 
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Authers Classifier Feature ACC

[16] SVM

KNN
Time-Domain

%97,5

%98,8 

Dmitry Yu. Isaev[20] CNN

SVM

Time-domain, 

Frequency domain

%97

%92

KaroliinaT Tapani[22] SVM
Time-domain, 

Frequency domain
%98

Proposed method
RS

Frequency domain
%100 

Fig 6. Comparison with state-of-the-art researches

7-Discussion

   In our study, reducing the data dimensions was the only necessity for feature extraction with statistical 

features, which effectively increased the algorithm's performance. The developed ML architecture used 

RS to perform classification with the test dataset, and it received an F1 score of 100%. The outcomes 

were quite encouraging, despite the fact that we were unable to compare our procedure to that of other 

patients using the same data (since conformational labeling had not yet been carried out). A small 

percentage of cases were not recognized, according to the detection algorithm's sensitivity and 
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specificity, in particular. The goal of this form of labeling was to increase the algorithm's sensitivity. The 

EEG report did not indicate any significant differences in the channels to train the model to recognize 

seizures, even for those designated as seizure, therefore K-fold cross validation was employed to 

eliminate the imbalance among the datasets to achieve optimal performance [32]. On the basis of the 

electrode's phase variations, the EEG signals and attributes were found to occur in the channel. [33] after 

investigating the entire channel (as shown in Table 1). As a result, the EEG system may not be able to 

reflect such fluctuations sufficiently for the doctor to recognize them from one another if the distance 

from the area where the seizure-related neuronal potential is generated is considerable enough. The 

magnitude of this restriction is determined by the magnetic and volume conduction characteristics of the 

electrical (neuronal) signal, implying that the strength of the distinctive signal attribute could only be 

partially implicit in reality. In ML techniques, such as feature selection using the k-mean or RS 

Algorithm, such latent features are not insignificant or trivial. Thus, we made the assumption that a data 

augmentation effect might occur, such as the extraction of statistical features, the addition of noise to the 

signal, or the flipping of the signal from the data's point of view [34, 35]. The generalized efficiency of 

the test data as well as the training data would have been improved by the operational performance of our 

model. As an alternative, we looked at the potential for data augmentation, which can happen when 

extracting statistical characteristics, contaminating the signal with undesirable noise, or deviating it from 

a data-centric perspective [35,36]. The operational performance of our model had to improve both the 

overall performance of the test data and the training data. Furthermore, we showed that seizure 

annotations inside other channels can be used to classify EEG signals by using an ML model trained with 

seizure- and non-seizure labeled data of a chosen channel. Therefore, under such cases, it is not necessary 

to change the design for training stage. These results indicate that any channel might be utilized to 

monitor a neonate's neural activity for seizure episodes over extended periods of time using our ML 

architecture. Our single EEG seizure diagnosis methodology may be used to accurately recognize and 

medicate newborn seizures when the 10-20 EEG system is difficult to directly employ or continuous 

brain function monitoring is not practical. By immediately detecting segments with probable anomalies 

that need additional attention, it may also help to enhance neurological prognosis and shorten the time 

spent examining the EEG system. This allowed us to include multichannel data into our single-channel 

seizure detection system, enabling a qualified expert to examine these segments. Because our study was 

experimental, it was possible to construct a single EEG channel seizure detection method using only a 

little amount of data that could be utilized to carefully detect and distinguish the labels. It is crucial to 

apply it to enormous volumes of internal and external data from various contexts in order to validate and 

enhance the general seizure detection performance while taking maturational changes, pathological 
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processes, and drug effects into consideration. Future deep learning models can be created by pre-

processing EEG data that has been collected for roughly 15 years at the Severance Hospital. In particular, 

age stratification during pre-processing enables the creation of specialized ML models that take 

developmental stages changes into account. EEG data can be associated with specific medicines, and 

machine learning using particular EEG data will produce better performance in circumstances where 

drugs are present. Additionally, The ML model ensemble can enhance the general seizure detection 

models' efficiency. These techniques may be used together to create an algorithm that is more precise and 

adaptable. 

8- Conclusion 

   In this study, we provide a machine learning-based seizure detection system, with the RS algorithm 

showing the most promise for practical clinical use in the identification of neonatal seizures. 

Additionally, it enhanced classification performance by utilizing a significant amount of both internal and 

external hospital data. We also considered how high-risk patients whose brain activity has to be routinely 

monitored for anomalies like seizures may utilize this algorithm in primary care and private settings, such 

as the patient's home.  

9- Future work 

    During the period of work on this study, it is found many ideas which represent the future work. The 

study suggests the following points: 

 Using the proposed system with other methods of feature extraction. 

 Using the proposed system with other methods to reduce the dimensions of the dataset. 

 Trying the proposed system with other classifiers. 
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